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In 1999, S&A founder Porter Stansberry launched Stansberry's  Investment

Advisory,  our flagship newsletter. Today, hundreds of thousands of investors in 120

countries read Porter's work each month.

In these pages, Porter has been predicting the most promising emerging trends

and the most influential economic forces affecting the market – with uncanny

accuracy – for the past 13 years.

From the Internet boom and bust... to the real estate boom... to the collapse of

natural gas prices... to the current oil boom in the U.S., these and other accurate

predictions have led Stansberry's  Investment  Advisory subscribers to incredible

gains.

But that was just the beginning. What Porter is most well-known for is how he

helped his readers avoid the big disasters associated with the 2008 financial

meltdown.

Starting in late 2007, Porter repeatedly warned of the financial crisis about to

come. In August 2008, he told readers: "GM  is  now  in  a  death  spiral."

By December 2008, GM was down 88%, trading at an all-time low. And in June

2008, Porter predicted:

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the two largest and most leveraged

owners of U.S. mortgages are sure to go bankrupt in the next 12

months.

Just three months later, both enterprises had to be bailed out by the government.

One reader who took Porter's recommendation, Steve C., wrote, "I bagged a quick

$20,000... one helluva call."

In fact, Porter's work on Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac was considered so accurate,

financial reporter Alan Abelson wrote about his analysis in the popular "Up and

Down Wall Street" column in Barron's – calling it "remarkably prescient... Nothing,

as far as we can see, has happened to contradict his dire prophesy."

Subscriber Robert R. recently wrote us to say, "I knew that our country was headed

in a very wrong direction, I did not know how to minimize the personal impact to
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our family... But you have given me many ways to help protect my family

financially."

"You're my new American hero," Harry J. told us.

"Your investment ideas and commentary should be mandatory reading for anyone

in Washington involved with the current debacle, as well as the morons on Wall

Street whose overleveraged house of cards has now collapsed. Thanks for all you

do for us," wrote subscriber Ben T.

Stansberry's  Investment  Advisory is published on the second Friday of every

month. Porter offers an unconditional, 100%-money-back guarantee to new

members, who can try it out for four months without risking a penny.
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